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As online connoisseurs we are familiar with the public face of the Internet, a digital space we frequent often in both our personal and professional lives. We think less about the back end of the network, the underbelly where the data is accessed—unless we’re involved in infrastructure support. Now imagine a network like the Internet, except exclusive in access, meaning no commercialization. That’s Internet2, which exists to streamline network access for entities with a commitment to research and education. It turns out that this network offers a myriad of practical applications beyond its academic use. For years, orchestras across the U.S. have been building their community engagement, youth orchestra, and education programs to provide equal opportunity for underrepresented students. This paper will examine this technology and its various uses to music organizations in both education and performance contexts.

First, it will discuss the nature of Internet2 technology and detail how low latency audio and videoconferencing facilitates musicians connecting across vast distances. Then, it will present different cases in which music organizations are leveraging the technology for masterclasses as well as rehearsals and performances. The opportunity is huge for music organizations across the country to acquire access to Internet2 technology and utilize it to develop more robust education programs.¹

What is Internet2?
Developed in 1996 and incorporated as a nonprofit the following year, Internet2 was created by university researchers to ensure that they could continue to conduct research on a secure platform at lightning speed after the original Internet platform became commercialized. Internet2 provides IP-based hybrid optical network services to its members for the sole purpose of research and education. The network routes to major city hubs as seen in the organization’s network map.² Internet2 also provides resources for network performance, security, and identity management, maintaining that its members should be focusing on “the research itself, rather than the provision of infrastructure.”³

Who are its members?
Internet2’s philosophy is that its members contribute to creating and maintaining a collaborative, dynamic environment that facilitates cutting-edge research in addition to pursuing their own independent research advancements. Internet2 classifies membership in five categories: higher education, affiliate, industry, research and education networks, and federal affiliate.⁴ The majority of its members, as can be seen below, are universities, but also include other groups such as non-profits and education networks. In order to broaden access, Internet2’s state-funded Community Anchor Program allows non-member institutions such as public libraries, schools, and

¹ Due to the length constraints of this paper, use of Internet2 outside of the U.S. is not discussed, although the technology is internationally utilized.  
https://www.internet2.edu/media/medialibrary/201

³ "Research Solutions." Internet2.  
https://www.internet2.edu/research-solutions/  
⁴ "Membership." Internet2.  
institutions to access Internet2 services through Internet2 members.\(^5\)

**What is the cost?**

Members must pay an annual fee to Internet2 for use of the network. For universities, this fee is called a Sustaining Contribution and is calculated according to a scale model influenced by, most notably, research and development and annual expenses. This year this figure is set at a minimum of $11,800 not to exceed $97,500.\(^6\) Affiliate members pay according to level of membership, the lowest being $4,456 and the highest fee set at $26,570.\(^7\) Research and education networks pay a base fee of $13,765 each year to participate. Partnerships with member institutions can both eliminate the financial burden of registering with Internet2 as a member and spark collaborations that extend far beyond the act of sharing access to the technology.

**But how does Internet2 really work?**

Internet2 has its own network. Does that mean that specific research-designated computers at a university are connected privately to the network? In fact, Internet2’s physical infrastructure is no different than the commercial Internet’s; the network is built of fiber wires installed in pipes underground.\(^8\) These wires are co-mingled with other wires, such as the ones facilitating the commodity Internet. The main difference is that Internet2’s
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\(^2\)“Scale-based Fee Model for Internet2 Higher Education Members.” Internet2. September 19, 2018.


\(^4\)Interview with CMU Network team.
network is less geographically extensive. Because it provides a more direct connection and an extremely high bandwidth over long distances, Internet2 is best at sending large quantities of data.

The Internet is a collection of service providers which utilize routers to connect different parts of the physical infrastructure to others. This all happens automatically depending on the pages a user visits. Sometimes these gatekeepers are commercial, like Google, and sometimes they are regional network providers.

One could easily be using Internet2 if they are on a campus with Internet2 access. When one visits a website like Youtube, they may be routing via Google’s network since the company is an industry member of Internet2. And if sending a large data set to an institution with Internet2, it’s definitely traveling along the Internet2 network.

Carnegie Mellon University gets its Internet2 access through a Pennsylvania-based research and education network called KINBER. Dark fiber providers, or service providers, provide the actual access to Internet2’s network. But an Internet2 connection alone is not the complete answer. Musicians can facilitate long distance sessions via the technology with low latency audio and videoconferencing technology (LOLA), a layer of software which is the most effective platform for the nature of playing music over vast distances.

What is the LOLA streaming platform and how does it work?

Through application management, Internet2’s Arts and Humanities Initiative serves to facilitate the effective functioning of streaming for live performances, master classes, and auditions. The Initiative utilizes low latency audio and videoconferencing technology (LOLA) through Internet2’s 100 gigabit Innovation Platform, which facilitates more effective network services for members. LOLA allows musicians to connect across vast distances in real time. Internet2 is fast, stable, and accurate enough a network to support LOLA. Configured via Internet2’s Innovation platform, it can facilitate lightning-speed streaming of master classes and performances.

Low latency is an absolute requirement for LOLA because the delay, from source to destination, must have a latency of 30 milliseconds (ms) or less to synchronize playing between musicians. Latency is a network term that refers to the time delay caused by transmitting packet from host to client processors. LOLA’s latency currently stands at five ms, which was not the case back in 2004 when the technology was first developed and was at a processing time of 100 ms.
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LOLA’s audio is undeniably enhanced because the stream is uncompressed, making it deliverable at the destination without further processing and hence without gaps in delivery, producing “raw, recording-studio quality.” Under these circumstances there is virtually no loss of audio quality. This is especially key when LOLA is used to facilitate any type of feedback session. For instance, if a teacher or coach cannot accurately hear the sound the student is producing, it will be nearly impossible to go about improving performance.

While LOLA in addition supports a video standard of 90 frames per second, which is important in correctly discerning how musicians visually execute the sound they create, LOLA’s biggest strength lies in its audio abilities. Musicians can rely on its high definition audio and low latency to make long-distance collaborations potentially as productive as they would be in person.

For what purposes can classical musicians use LOLA?

Although the majority of network bandwidth on Internet2 is dedicated to scientific research, there is sufficient bandwidth for music organizations to live stream performances, master classes, and online auditions. While it should be noted that union contracts will likely limit the ability of orchestras to broadcast public concerts via Internet2 technology, in 2007 Philadelphia Orchestra became the first orchestra to use Internet2 to livestream a performance to large screen venues.

More widespread, New World Symphony and conservatories across the country have been using its one gigabit per second and faster streaming to conduct master classes with acclaimed musicians who are thousands of miles away—with no lag time. New World Symphony has even used the technology to bring in guest conductors from different countries. The result is unrivalled professional development for musicians at participating institutions, who are seamlessly connected to some of the best musicians in the world for the benefit of their career development and education. Of the 319 university members of Internet2, over three-quarters of them offer music performance degrees or majors and have Internet2 capabilities, which can supplement their students’ music curriculum. Symphonies and other musical performing organizations may be eligible to access Internet2 and stream via LOLA without being registered members by partnering with regional institutions through the Community Anchor Program.

Internet2’s affiliate and university members are using Internet2 and low latency audio and videoconferencing technology for both music education and performance purposes. Given that a long-distance collaboration will benefit the musical entities connecting via the platform, the technology can be used to teach masterclasses or lessons or to rehearse and perform. This versatility, enabled by the technology’s ability to connect musicians across vast distances as if they were in the same room, allows organizations to tailor the technology to meet their individual needs. The following
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section of this paper will highlight the primary uses of LOLA by music organizations at the current time.

**Purpose 1: Music Education through classes or lessons**

LOLA, paired with Internet2, can facilitate effective streaming of both private lessons and group master classes, which can be excellent learning opportunities for students. Fundamental to music education is a student's ability to get experts' perspectives on both their technical and musical approach. This becomes even more essential at the pre-professional level, when students are preparing for competitive auditions or a big recital. In these spaces one-on-one feedback from or master class participation with a trusted professional in the field can make the difference between winning an audition or not. Mentoring from these musicians can be an indispensable opportunity when students have already received comprehensive feedback from faculty at their conservatory or university. Logistically, LOLA allows professional musicians and university professors hundreds or thousands of miles away to listen and provide help to these music students. The technology in turn allows for students to have access to the best teachers at any time without a compromise in instructional quality, as LOLA operates with the highest audio and visual streaming capabilities.

Private lessons bring a music professor and a music student together who are separated by vast distances in day-to-day life. The culture at the Northern Illinois University (NIU) School of Music has developed to recognize private lessons over LOLA as an expected activity.\(^\text{18}\) This may not come as a surprise considering that NIU was the first university in the U.S. to join the Internet2 community. Regardless, the School of Music has grown to facilitate a seamless relationship with the school's IT department, and music students can use the technology as a resource as needed in the context of their development as professional musicians.

Master classes provide the same support to musicians except in a group setting. Via LOLA the technology allows the students to receive instruction from a professional who cannot be present in person. LOLA, with its high streaming precision, can even be utilized to facilitate a guest conductor leading a small or large ensemble. Master classes of this type are common for New World Symphony musicians. Even back in spring of 2004 it was just another routine class when the symphony cello section gathered on the stage of its resident Lincoln Theater in Miami to receive guidance from Carter Brey of the New York Philharmonic and Stephen Geber of the Cleveland Institute of Music via projection.\(^\text{19}\) The quality of the interface is such that workshops of this endeavor provide great benefit to the students of various institutions that participate in Internet2. Notably the previous case studies have centered around higher education institutions, as universities are more often Internet2 members and can use the technology frequently once it is set up. However, as
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discussed later, other organizations can partner with higher education institutions to gain network access, although they must be on the campus with the Internet2 connection to do so. As one of LOLA’s features is the extreme end of low latency streaming, musicians can play together across the country as if they were sitting feet away from each other in the same room. A lucky consequence of this is that the technology is more than equipped for not only educational environments, but for world-class musical collaborations as well, which can be encapsulated in the form of rehearsals and performances.

**Purpose 2: Music Rehearsals**

In anticipation of performances, Internet2 can be used for chamber performances or for soloists rehearsing with orchestras at any time before the day before the performance date. In these cases musicians cannot physically meet and play repertoire together in the time they should be rehearsing to prep for the performance. LOLA is the perfect substitute for these instances as quality is not sacrificed; the technology facilitates the virtual rehearsal and manifests the original intent when parties cannot meet in the same physical space. The alternative of course requires musicians to become familiar with various facets of the interface. However, when it is logistically impossible for musicians to meet a longer period of time before a substantial performance, LOLA can be a highly productive option.

An example of New World Symphony's early and substantive use of the technology was in February 2004, in which the orchestra received feedback on Steve Reich’s Three Movements from the composer himself from Columbia University in preparation for the upcoming performance of the piece. As can be seen, the line between education and performance here becomes hazy, as NWS is an educational institution and the nature of the activity is just as well classified as a master class for the benefit of the orchestra. However, it just as well falls under the category of performance preparation, as the technology is being utilized to rehearse for an upcoming event when it would otherwise be logistically impossible. While categorical distinctions can often become ambiguous, this purpose is nonetheless indispensable. As Curtis's CEO Roberto Díaz intimated in an Internet2 meeting in the fall of 2012:

> Artists' schedules become more and more crowded...so rehearsal time becomes a real issue. You can picture a conductor and a singer that are about to embark in some opera productions could get together from different parts of the world and go through some arias and discuss the timing of works they are about to rehearse. In other words, when they get out in front of the orchestra, a lot of the pre-rehearsals that have to have happened could have happened without people having to be in the same place. For us at Curtis this is an amazing opportunity. Our students will benefit greatly from the fact that they will have access to artists from around the world.
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Given more widespread collaboration with universities or educational institutions that have Internet2 access, ensemble coordination for, at the very least, concertos with featured soloist, could be revolutionized.\textsuperscript{22}

**Purpose 3: Music Performances**
The technology can also be utilized for the demonstration of technological capability. An illustration of the medium's infallibility comes in the aforementioned tech demonstration conducted at an Internet2 member meeting in 2012. In this instance, two university music professors, Marjorie Bagley, violin, from University of North Carolina, and Cheng-Hou Lee, cello, from the music school at Northern Illinois University, performed Handel/Halvorsen’s Passacaglia for violin and cello via LOLA and Internet2.\textsuperscript{23} The recording of the event is a testament as to the quality of the conductor and singer meeting before the rehearsal could likely be conducted effectively over LOLA.

\textsuperscript{22} While rehearsals via LOLA could be a great asset to professional orchestras, union contracts might prohibit the financial viability of such an endeavor, although it is certainly an option that could be explored further. As soloists have their own contracts, Diaz's earlier example regarding the

interface. Internet2 members sat stunned at the practical application of the theory they already knew; the performance was immaculately precise, as if Cheng-Hou was actually on stage in Philadelphia with Bagley, breathing in sync. If desired, the technology can work for putting on shows of a more extensive scope. The pinnacle of LOLA could perhaps be seen in Michael Tilson Thomas remotely conducting the Atlanta Symphony Youth Orchestra for a side-by-side concert in 2015.24 In truth, the practical applications of LOLA are limitless. This might leave an institution’s leaders curious.

Should my institution be using Internet2 as a resource and if so, what are the steps I need to take to implement this technology?

1. First you need to answer: Do musicians in my institution need to be connected with other musicians hundreds or thousands of miles away?
   
   If Yes: Proceed to step 2.
   
   If No: The institution would benefit more from allocating resources to other areas of need.

2. Does my institution have access to Internet2?
   
   If Yes: Talk to in-house network provider about installation of LOLA.
   
   If No: Find out which other music organizations or local universities have access to the network and collaborate with them, or reach out to a community or regional research network which has access. Check that the network exists in your location, as its scope is limited to larger metropolitan areas.

What LOLA specs should I be using?

New World Symphony recommends H.323 technology via a Polycom HDX or Group Series room system which require a network capacity of at least two to five megabits per second along with specific TCP/UDP ports open to run properly. These requirements are explained in more detail here: https://community.polycom.com/t5/Video-Endpoints/FAQ-Ports-in-a-firewall-that-need-to-be-open-in-order-to-utilize/td-p/75172

Lessons Learned

Internet2, the private internet created exclusively for research and education, can be a vital resource to music organizations. With member or partnership-acquired access and the installation of low latency audio and videoconferencing technology (LOLA), musicians can play across vast distances as if they were in the same room. With a low latency of five milliseconds, an uncompressed studio-quality audio stream, and a 90 frame per second video standard, LOLA is the technology substitute when in-person meetings are not possible. Internet2’s LOLA technology can be leveraged especially by arts organizations and conservatories with education programs. The most popular uses of the technology in the arts field are for providing musical instruction via masterclass and private lesson, rehearsing remotely before an upcoming performance, and performing a contemporary concert. If your organization’s musicians could benefit from long-distance collaborations with experts or


25 Justin Trieger, Director of New Media and Distance Education, New World Symphony
colleagues in the industry, determine whether your organization has Internet2 and if it does not, consider determining how to acquire access. Local universities and regional research networks are often great candidates. LOLA’s utility can be a great asset for any music organization, but especially for ones which want to expand, deepen, or diversify their education programs. Internet2 can help us immensely with the work we are striving to undertake in our youth orchestras and music organizations in improving access to music education for all young people regardless of their circumstances—we must know how we can use the technology when it is time.
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